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Abstract

Interferon (IFN)-α treatment for infectious diseases and cancer is associated with significant 

depressive symptoms that can limit therapeutic efficacy. Multiple mechanisms have been 
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implicated in IFN-α-induced depression including immune, neuroendocrine and neurotransmitter 

pathways. To further explore mechanisms of IFN-α-induced depression and establish associated 

genetic risk factors, single nucleotide polymorphisms in genes encoding proteins previously 

implicated in IFN-α-induced depression were explored in 2 self-reported ethnic groups, 

Caucasians (n=800) and African Americans (n=232), participating in a clinical trial on the impact 

of three pegylated IFN-α treatment regimens on sustained viral response in patients with chronic 

hepatitis C. Prior to treatment, all subjects were free of psychotropic medications and had a score 

≤20 on the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D), which was used to assess 

depressive symptom severity throughout the study. In Caucasians, a polymorphism (rs9657182) in 

the promoter region of the gene encoding indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase (IDO1) was found to be 

associated with moderate or severe IFN-α-induced depressive symptoms (CES-D >20) at 12 

weeks of IFN-α treatment (p=0.0012, p<0.05 corrected). Similar results were obtained for 

treatment weeks 24, 36 and 48. In subjects homozygous for the risk allele (CC, n=150), the odds 

ratio for developing moderate or severe depressive symptoms at treatment week 12 was 2.91 (CI: 

1.48–5.73) compared to TT homozygotes (n=270). rs9657182 did not predict depression in 

African Americans, who exhibited a markedly lower frequency of the risk allele at this locus. The 

findings in Caucasians further support the notion that indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase plays an 

important role in cytokine-induced behavioral changes.
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Introduction

The potential role of inflammatory cytokines in major depression has received increasing 

attention.1 To elucidate mechanisms by which inflammatory cytokines contribute to 

depression, a number of investigators have studied patients undergoing treatment with the 

innate immune cytokine, interferon (IFN)-α. While an effective therapy for certain 

infectious diseases and cancers, IFN-α has been shown in a multitude of studies to induce 

behavioral changes that markedly overlap with those used to make a diagnosis of major 

depression.6,10–16 Considerable progress has been made regarding the immunological and 

neurobiological pathways that are associated with depressive symptoms during IFN-α. In 

terms of immunological mechanisms, studies have shown that pretreatment concentrations 

of tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α and interleukin (IL-6) and/or their soluble receptors 

predict IFN-α-induced depression,17–18 and both TNF-α and IL-6 in the peripheral blood 

and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) have been shown to be associated with IFN-α-induced 

depressive symptoms and/or CSF changes in the serotonin metabolite, 5-

hydroxyindoleacetic acid.9,19–20 In addition, a functional polymorphism in the IL-6 gene 

(IL-6) has been found to predict depressive symptoms in relationship with polymorphisms in 

the serotonin transporter gene (SLC6A4).21 Of note, IFN-α-induced increases in CSF IL-6 

and soluble TNF receptor 2 were highly correlated with CSF concentrations of chemokine 

(C-C motif) ligand 2 (CCL2) (also known as monocyte chemoattractant protein-1), a 
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chemokine which has been implicated in attracting monocytes to the brain during chronic 

inflammation.9,22

Regarding the impact of IFN-α on the neuroendocrine system, studies have shown that the 

initial response of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis to IFN-α administration 

including ACTH and cortisol is markedly increased in patients who subsequently develop 

depression compared to patients who do not.23 These data suggest that there may be 

increased sensitivity in HPA axis regulatory pathways including corticotropin releasing 

hormone (CRH) and/or genes involved in the synthesis of HPA axis hormones such as the 

pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC) gene, which regulates the production of ACTH. In addition 

to the predictive value of acute HPA axis responses to IFN-α, studies examining the long 

term effects of IFN-α on HPA axis function have revealed that IFN-α leads to flattening of 

the diurnal cortisol curve and increased evening cortisol concentrations.20 These 

neuroendocrine changes have been associated in unrelated studies with decreased sensitivity 

to glucocorticoids,24 which may be related to IFN-α’s inhibitory effects on both the function 

and the expression of the glucocorticoid receptor.25–26

IFN-α-induced changes in neurotransmitter metabolism have also been implicated in 

depression during IFN-α including effects on serotonin and dopamine. Previous studies have 

implicated polymorphisms in the serotonin transporter as a risk factor for the development 

of IFN-α induced depression.21,27–28 These findings are consistent with reports that 

inflammatory cytokines can increase serotonin transporter expression and function both in 

vitro and in vivo.29–31 Moreover, drugs that block serotonin transporter function can 

significantly reduce depression during IFN-α treatment.16,32 Relevant to the metabolism of 

serotonin, much attention has been paid to the enzyme, indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase (IDO), 

which breaks down tryptophan (TRP), the primary amino acid precursor for serotonin, into 

kynurenine (KYN).33 Decreased peripheral blood TRP concentrations and increased 

peripheral blood KYN have been associated with IFN-α-induced depression in a number of 

studies.34–36 In addition, KYN can be converted in the brain into the neuroactive 

metabolites, quinolinic acid (QUIN) and kynurenic acid (KA).33 Finally, neuroimaging data 

from humans indicate that IFN-α alters basal ganglia glucose metabolism which may be 

related to alterations in dopamine metabolism.37 Indeed, rhesus monkeys administered IFN-

α exhibit depressive-like huddling behavior, which has been associated with decreases in the 

dopamine metabolite, homovanillic acid.38 Of note, huddling behavior in monkeys was 

initially described in rhesus monkeys chronically administered the monoamine depleting 

drug, reserpine.39

Given the rich array of molecules and pathways that have been shown to play a role in IFN-

α-induced depression, we endeavored to determine whether single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) in the genes associated with these molecules/pathways may predict 

depression in patients receiving pegylated (Peg) IFN-α treatment for chronic hepatitis C. We 

thus examined SNPs in genes relevant to the immune (IFN-α, TNF-α, IL-1, IL-6, CCL2), 

neuroendocrine [CRH, POMC, glucocorticoid receptor (NR3C1)] and neurotransmitter 

(dopamine, IDO1) contributions to IFN-α-induced depressive symptoms in patients with 

hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection.
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Methods

Patients and Study Design

Patients included in the study were a subset of the 3,070 participants in the Individualized 

Dosing Efficacy vs. Flat Dosing to Assess Optimal Pegylated Interferon Therapy (IDEAL) 

trial (Schering-Plough Research Institute), which enrolled subjects from 118 academic and 

community centers in the United States between March 2004 and June 2006.40 The primary 

outcome variable of the IDEAL trial was sustained viral response determined at 24 weeks 

post PegIFN-α treatment. Participants in the IDEAL trial were randomly assigned treatment 

in a 1:1:1 ratio and stratified according to HCV RNA level (≤600,000 IU/mL or >600,000 

IU/mL) and race (African American or non–African American). Patients received one of 

three treatment regimens: Arm 1) PegIFN-alfa-2b 1.5 mcg/kg/wk or Arm 2) PegIFN-alfa-2b 

1.0 mcg/kg/wk, both in combination with oral ribavirin (RBV) dosed by body weight (40–65 

kg, 800 mg/day; >65–85 kg, 1000 mg/day; >85–105 kg, 1200 mg/day; >105–125 kg, 1400 

mg/day), or Arm 3) PegIFN-alfa-2a 180 mcg/wk plus oral RBV 1000–1200 mg/day dosed 

by body weight (<75 kg, 1000 mg/day; ≥75 kg, 1200 mg/day). Patients received up to 48 

weeks of treatment and 24 weeks of follow-up. HCV RNA levels were measured in a central 

laboratory using the COBAS TaqMan assay (Roche Diagnostics), with a lower limit of 

quantitation of 27 IU/mL. Measurement time points included screening visits 1 and 2 

(baseline); weeks 2, 4, 12, 24, and 48; and follow-up weeks 4, 12, and 24. Per established 

treatment guidelines, patients with insufficient viral response at 12 weeks (detectable HCV 

RNA and <2−log10 decrease in HCV RNA from baseline) or 24 weeks (detectable HCV 

RNA) were discontinued from PegIFN-α treatment.

Inclusion criteria for the IDEAL trial were ≥18 years of age with compensated liver disease 

due to chronic HCV genotype 1 who were treatment-naïve. Hematologic requirements 

included absolute neutrophil count ≥1500/mm3, platelet count ≥80,000/mm3, and 

hemoglobin (Hgb) ≥12 g/dL for females and ≥13 g/dL for males. Liver biopsies were 

required within three years prior to screening with a blinded assessment of METAVIR 

fibrosis stage and steatosis by a central pathologist. Patients were excluded for human 

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) or hepatitis B co-infection, any other cause of significant 

liver disease, poorly controlled diabetes mellitus (HbA1C >8.5%), and morbid obesity 

(weight >125 kg). Psychiatric exclusion criteria (as determined by the treating 

gastroenterologist) included a history of severe depression or a history of severe psychiatric 

disorder such as psychosis, suicidal ideation, suicide attempt, and/or active substance abuse. 

Severe depression was defined as any depression that required hospitalization or 

electroconvulsive therapy or any depression that resulted in prolonged absence from work or 

significant disruption of daily functions. The psychiatric history of each patient was 

collected and coded using the Standardized Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities 

(MedDRA) version 10.1. Relevant MedDRA terms were categorized into “Psychiatric” and 

“Substance Abuse”.

In order to be included in the current genetic study, patients had to fulfill the following 

additional entry criteria: 1) willingness to provide a blood sample for DNA analysis, 2) be 

free of antidepressants, mood stabilizers, or antipsychotic medications prior to 
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administration of IFN-α and 3) have a score of ≤20 on the Center for Epidemiologic Studies 

Depression Scale (CES-D) at baseline.

The study was approved by institutional review boards or ethics committees at participating 

centers and was conducted in accordance with provisions of the Declaration of Helsinki and 

Good Clinical Practice guidelines. All subjects provided written informed consent.

Assessment of Depression

Depressive symptom severity was assessed using the CES-D, a 20-item scale developed for 

use in studies of depression in the general population.41 The CES-D inquires about 

depressive symptoms including depressed mood, hopelessness, difficulty concentrating, 

impaired sleep, fatigue and reduced appetite with higher scores representing greater 

symptom severity. Based on general and psychiatric population samples, CES-D scores 21–

25 are considered to represent moderate depression, while scores >25 are considered severe 

depression.42–44 Patients self-administered the CES-D via an automated telephone system at 

each center prior to being interviewed by center staff. Assessments occurred at baseline and 

treatment weeks 2, 4, 12, 24, 36, and 48, and follow-up weeks 4 and 24. Each question was 

scored and totaled, and scores were blinded. If a patient had a CES-D score >25, the center 

was immediately notified (although the actual score remain blinded), and a pre-established 

and approved protocol, which typically included consultation with a mental health 

professional, was initiated.

Independent of CES-D evaluation, adverse events including depression were graded by 

center investigators as mild, moderate, severe, or potentially life-threatening using a 

modified World Health Organization grading system. Per the protocol, mild depression was 

monitored weekly for 4–8 weeks; PegIFN dose reduction was added for moderate 

depression with psychiatric intervention instituted as needed; and treatment was 

discontinued with immediate psychiatric consultation for severe depression, suicidal 

ideation and/or a suicide attempt. Dosage reduction of PegIFN-α treatment and/or ribavirin 

was monitored along with use of psychotropic medications (including antidepressants, mood 

stabilizers and antipsychotics) and erythropoietin. In addition, Hgb and thyroid stimulating 

hormone (TSH) were measured at baseline and regular intervals throughout the study by a 

central laboratory.

Genotyping

DNA was extracted from EDTA-preserved blood at a central laboratory (Beckman Coulter 

Genomics, Morrisville NC) using the Puragene kit according to manufacturer’s 

recommendations (Gentra Systems, Minneapolis, MN). SNPs in 14 genes related to 

immune, neuroendocrine and neurotransmitter systems were selected for genotyping 1) from 

HapMap using the tagger algorithm (http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) to assess linkage 

disequilibrium (LD) blocks with a r2 of 0.8 and a minor allele frequency of 5% in the CEPH 

population or 2) from the literature. Specific genes and the number of SNPS evaluated are 

indicated in Table 1 and Supplementary Table 1. SNPs were genotyped using TaqMan 

genotyping kits (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA)
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Statistical Analysis

The association between demographic or clinical factors and moderate or severe depression 

(CES-D >20) at 12 weeks was assessed by applying a general linear model (GLM). As these 

nominally associated measures may be potentially correlated and may confound genetic 

association analysis, they were then entered into forward and reverse stepwise regression 

models. Each demographic or clinical factor that remained significant in the model at p<0.05 

was included as a covariate in the analysis of each polymorphism.

All polymorphisms had call rates that exceeded 95%. Polymorphisms were assessed to 

determine if observed genotype frequencies were consistent with Hardy-Weinberg 

Equilibrium (HWE) using Chi-square tests. Markers which deviated from HWE or that were 

not polymorphic in the Caucasian or African American population were excluded from 

analysis (Supplementary Table 1). A final total of 36 SNPS were considered in the analyses. 

Linear regressions were used to test for associations between each polymorphism and 

moderate or severe depression at 12 weeks assuming an additive model incorporating 

covariates from the stepwise regression. The 12 week time point was chosen for the initial 

analysis, because, by study design, PegIFN-α was not discontinued until after 12 weeks in 

subjects with an insufficient viral response. P-values were based on two-tailed tests, and 

Bonferroni correction was applied for each SNP examined to determine experiment-wide 

significance (p<0.0014). Of note, this correction may be overly conservative as many of the 

polymorphisms are in linkage disequilibrium and therefore do not represent independent 

tests. Comparisons among specific genotypes within relevant SNPs were conducted using 

pair-wise comparisons within the GLM. Statistical and genetic analyses were performed 

using Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) (Cary, NC).

Results

Clinical and Demographic Predictors

Of the 3,070 patients enrolled in the IDEAL trial, 1,032 subjects met entry criteria for the 

current study (800 Caucasians and 232 African Americans). Of the 1,599 subjects with 

available DNA samples, 162 were excluded for not being either Caucasian or African 

American; 391 were excluded for using psychotropic medications prior to IFN-α 

administration, and 14 were excluded because their baseline depression score exceeded the 

cut-off for moderate or severe depression (CES-D>20). Excluded subjects were similar in 

age (p=0.90) but were more likely to be female (F=63.33; p<0.0001).

The demographic and clinical characteristics of the study population are presented in Table 

2. Associations between clinical and demographic measures and development of moderate 

or severe depression (CESD >20) at 12 weeks were assessed. Variables considered in these 

analyses included age, gender, weight at baseline, Hgb at baseline and the study visit prior to 

week 12, TSH at baseline, viral genotype, viral load at baseline, degree of liver fibrosis, 

treatment group assignment, ribavirin dosage at baseline and the study visit prior to week 

12, depressive symptoms at baseline, history of substance abuse and/or psychiatric disorder, 

and psychotropic medication usage prior to week 12.
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Interferon-induced Depression in Caucasians

Clinical Predictors—Depression score at baseline predicted 9.4% of the variance in 

Caucasian patients who developed moderate or severe depression at 12 weeks (t=9.06, 

p=<0.0001). History of substance abuse (t=2.81; p=0.005 and history of psychiatric disorder 

(t=4.69; p=<0.0001) also predicted 1% and 2.7% of the variance, respectively. Finally, the 

use of psychiatric medications prior to week 12 was also predicative of moderate or severe 

depression at 12 weeks (t=3.97; p<0.0001).

Genetic Predictors—The association between each polymorphism and moderate or 

severe depression at 12 weeks was evaluated using a linear regression model incorporating 

the significant clinical covariates described above. Four polymorphisms were associated 

with depression at week 12 (p<0.05; Table 3). One polymorphism (rs9657182) in 

indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase 1 (IDO1) gene (Figure 1) remained significant after 

Bonferroni correction for multiple tests (t=−3.25, p=0.0012, p corrected <0.05). As indicated 

in Figure 2, subjects with the CC genotype (n=150) were more likely to exhibit moderate or 

severe depression at week 12 compared to those with either the CT (n=378) or TT (n=270) 

genotypes (16.9% versus 12.8% versus 8.9%, respectively). The C allelle was also 

associated with an increased risk of moderate or severe depression at weeks 24, 36 and 48 of 

PegIFN-α therapy (all p≤0.01)(Figure 2). As expected, when compared to subjects with the 

TT genotype, the odds ratio (OR) for moderate or severe depression at 12 weeks increased 

progressively in those with a CT (OR, 1.61; CI: 0.89–2.90) or CC (OR, 2.91; CI: 1.48–5.73) 

genotype. When entered into a stepwise regression along with the clinical predictors 

identified previously, rs9657182 (IDO1) variants remained highly predictive, contributing 

1.1% of the variance to moderate or severe depression at week 12 (Table 4).

Interferon-induced Depression in African Americans

Clinical Predictors—Potential clinical covariates were evaluated in the same manner as 

for the Caucasian subjects. On average, at baseline African American subjects were older 

(50.0 vs. 47.0 years; t=5.23, p<0.0001) and heavier (88.9 kg versus 84.3 kg; t=4.04, 

p<0.0001) and had lower mean Hgb levels (14.52 vs. 15.25; t=−8.16; p=<0.0001) than 

Caucasians. The African American population also had a greater proportion of females (40.5 

vs, 31.7%; F=6.28; p=0.012) and a greater proportion of subjects with HCV genotype 1B 

(p=0.038). Reported rates of history of substance abuse and history of psychiatric disorder 

were lower in African American subjects than Caucasians (33.6% vs. 45.4%; F=10.21; 

p=0.001 and 7.3% vs. 12.9%; F=5.45; p=0.02, respectively). Finally, baseline depression 

scores were significantly higher in the African American subjects than the Caucasian 

subjects (6.31 vs. 4.35; t=5.76, p<0.0001, respectively).

As with the Caucasian subjects, associations between clinical and demographic measures 

and moderate or severe depression at 12 weeks were assessed. Depression score at baseline 

predicted 13.9% of the variance in moderate/severe depression at 12 weeks (t=6.01; 

p<0.0001), and treatment arm also predicted 3.3% of the variance (t=−2.76; p=0.006).

Genetic predictors—After accounting for the clinical factors indicated above, only one 

polymorphism, rs1042571, in the POMC gene was nominally associated with the 
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development of depression in African American subjects at treatment week 12 (t=2.12; 

p=0.035), but this association was not significant after correction for multiple testing. There 

was no association of rs9657182 in IDO1 with depression in African Americans (p>0.05), 

although the risk allele (C) frequency observed in African Americans was almost 50% of 

that observed in Caucasians (37% versus 66%, respectively) and only 9 African Americans 

exhibited the homozygous CC genotype, thus markedly limiting the power to detect a 

significant relationship.

Discussion

The present results indicate that a polymorphism in the promoter region of IDO1 gene 

(rs9657182) predicts the development of moderate or severe depressive symptoms during 

IFN-α therapy in Caucasian subjects undergoing treatment for chronic hepatitis C. This 

finding, which remained significant after adjustment for multiple comparisons, was not 

found in a significantly smaller sample of African Americans, who exhibited an almost 50% 

lower frequency of the risk allele (C) and few CC homozygotes (n=9). Taken together, the 

data are consistent with the notion that IDO activity may play an important role in the 

pathophysiology of IFN-α-induced depression as well as depression induced by other forms 

of immune stimulation.

IDO is expressed in multiple immune cells throughout the body including monocytes, 

macrophages, microglia and dendritic cells and can be induced by a multiple cytokines such 

as IFN-α, IFN-γ and TNF-α. As noted previously, IDO activation leads to the breakdown of 

TRP into KYN, thereby reducing the availability of TRP, which not only is involved in the 

regulation of T cells,49 but also is the primary precursor of serotonin, a prominent 

neurotransmitter in the neurobiology of mood disorders.50–51

Activation of IDO plays a critical role in depressive-like symptoms in laboratory animals 

following exposure to inflammatory stimuli such as lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and bacille 

Calmette-Guérin (BCG), an attenuated form of Mycobacterium bovis.52–53 Treatment of 

mice with LPS or BCG induces IDO mRNA in the brain, and administration of the specific 

IDO inhibitor, 1-methyltryptophan, blocks both LPS- and BCG-induced increases in 

immobility during the forced swim and tail suspension tests.52–53 In addition, mice 

genetically deficient in IDO are resistant to depressive-like behaviors following BCG 

inoculation, despite induction of proinflammatory cytokines.53 Evidence of IDO activation 

(decreases in peripheral blood TRP and increases in peripheral blood KYN) also have been 

associated with depressive symptoms in humans including patients undergoing IFN-α 

treatment34–36,54–55 as well as patients with cancer and patients infected with HIV.56–57

Of note, peripheral administration of KYN alone can induce depressive-like behavior in 

laboratory animals.52,58 Blood borne KYN, which is a primary source for central nervous 

system (CNS) kynurenines, is taken up into the brain through the large amino acid 

transporter, where it is further metabolized in microglia and astrocytes to QUIN and KA, 

respectively.33 QUIN is an excitotoxic neuromodulator which promotes glutamate release 

through direct stimulation of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors, while also inducing oxidative 

stress including lipid peroxidation.33,60–63 Increased CNS QUIN has been associated with 
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several neurodegenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s Disease, amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis, and Huntington’s Disease, as well as the dementia complex associated with HIV 

infection.64–68 In contrast to QUIN, KA has been shown to antagonize glutamate release and 

block excitatory neurotransmission.33 Of relevance to depression, when injected into the 

striatum of rats, KA significantly reduces extracellular dopamine, a key neurotransmitter 

involved in motivation and reward circuitry.69 Recent data indicate that following IFN-α 

administration, increases in peripheral blood KYN are associated with significant increases 

in CSF KYN.70 Moreover, increased CSF KYN was accompanied by significant increases in 

both CSF KA and QUIN. Both CSF KYN and QUIN were significantly correlated with IFN-

α-induced depression.70 Taken together with the association of variants in IDO1 with IFN-

α-induced depression, these data provide strong reason to believe that IDO is an important 

pathway by which cytokines influence behavior.

Strengths and weaknesses of the study warrant consideration. A large sample of patients free 

of psychotropic medications and without significant depressive symptoms at baseline was 

exposed to standardized doses of a chronic immune stimulus, thereby allowing significant 

control of the gene-environment interaction that was the focus of the study. Moreover, 

assessment of depressive symptom severity was conducted via an automated, centralized 

data collection system, limiting variability across sites. In addition, baseline factors that may 

have influenced the development of moderate to severe depressive symptoms were assessed 

and included as covariates in statistical analyses where appropriate. Further, a significant 

number of patients exhibited moderate or severe depressive symptoms (CES-D >20) at 

treatment week 12 (n=124), and the primary study outcome variable (development of 

moderate or severe depressive symptoms) represents a clinically relevant endpoint that 

warrants IFN-α dosage reduction or discontinuation according to established treatment 

guidelines. Finally, the risk allele at rs9657182 locus (C) is common in Caucasians (66%) 

with 19% of Caucasian subjects being CC homozygotes.

Regarding weaknesses, the study had significantly reduced power to detect the association 

between rs9657182 (IDO1) variants and IFN-α-induced depression in African Americans. In 

addition, it is unclear to what extent variants of rs9657182 may alter the function of IDO1. 

Blood samples were not obtained for the purpose of measuring tryptophan or the IDO 

metabolite kynurenine. Moreover, the alleles of rs9657182 have not been shown to alter any 

transcription factor binding sites. Nevertheless, the rs9657182 resides in a linkage 

disequilibrium block encompassing the 20 kilobases upstream of IDO1, which includes at 

least 6 additional polymorphisms (Figure 1). Thus, rs9657182 may promote a change in 

gene function on its own (independent of effects on transcription factor binding), or through 

association with one of the other polymorphisms tagged by rs9657182, several of which 

appear to alter consensus binding sites of factors involved in the transcription of a variety of 

genes (e.g. GATA1, GATA3 and ETS1). Of note, the second IDO polymorphism 

(rs7820268) that was found to be associated with IFN-alpha-induced depressive symptoms 

is in weak linkage disequilibrium with rs9657182 (r2=0.26)(Figure 1). These data provide 

further evidence of an impact of polymorphisms within this region of the IDO1 gene on 

IFN-alpha-induced depressive symptoms, warranting detailed functional assays to elucidate 

the potential importance of this region. Of note, the current study did not replicate previous 
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findings regarding a SNP in the promoter region of the IL-6 gene (rs1800795) which 

predicted IFN-alpha-induced depressive symptoms.21 Discrepancies may relate to 

differences in study endpoints which were development of moderate to severe depression in 

the current study and change of depressive symptoms from baseline in the previous study. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that there were no standardized clinician-administered 

assessments to establish a diagnosis of major depression, the severity of depressive 

symptoms, or a past history of either substance abuse or psychiatric disorder. Nevertheless, 

despite these limitations, past history of psychiatric disorder as well as baseline depressive 

symptoms were significant predictors of depression during IFN-α therapy as has been 

reported previously.15

In summary, the association of a polymorphism in the promoter region of the IDO1 gene 

with significant depressive symptoms during chronic exposure to IFN-α provides further 

support for the role of IDO in cytokine-induced behavioral pathology. Moreover, the results 

suggest that IDO and its downstream products including KYN, KA and QUIN represent 

novel biomarkers and/or treatment targets for management of behavioral changes secondary 

to IFN-α and/or chronic immune stimulation.
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Figure 1. Genomic structure of IDO1 and the position of the polymorphisms examined in 
relation to linkage disequilibrium in a representative Caucasian sample (CEU)
Linkage disequilibrium in the population is indicated using r2 and visualized using 

haploview.
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Figure 2. Development of Moderate or Severe Depression in Caucasians across the 48 week 
study stratified by TT, CT, and CC genotype at the rs9657182 locus
Depressive symptom severity was assessed across 48 weeks of IFN-α therapy in 800 

Caucasian subjects with hepatitis C using the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression 

Scale (CES-D). All subjects were free from psychotropic medications at baseline. Patients 

homozygous for the C allele (CC) in a polymorphism (rs9657182) in the promoter region of 

the gene encoding for indoleamine-2,3-dioxygenase (IDO1) exhibited a significantly higher 

percentage of moderate to severe depression (CES-D >20) compared to those homozygous 

for the T allele at all time points examined. **p<0.01, *p<0.05 compared to CC genotype.
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Table 1

Selected Genes and Number of Tagging SNPs

Gene Name Gene Symbol # of SNPs

Chemokine (C-C motif) Ligand 2 CCL2 3

Catechol-O-Methyltransferase COMT 2

Corticotropin Releasing Hormone CRH 3

Corticotropin Releasing Hormone Receptor 1 CRHR1 3

Dopamine Beta-Hydroxylase DBH 3

FK506 Binding Protein 5 FKBP5 2

Interferon (Alpha, Beta & Omega) Receptor 1 IFNAR1 3

Interleukin 1, Alpha IL1A 2

Interleukin 1, Beta IL1B 4

Interleukin 6 IL6 3

Indoleamine 2,3-Dioxygenase 1 IDO1 4

Proopiomelanocortin POMC 3

Solute Carrier Family 6, Member 3 SLC6A3 2

Tumor Necrosis Factor TNF 4

SNP- single nucleotide polymorphism
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Table 2

Clinical and Demographic Characteristics of Study Participants.

Caucasian N=800 African American N=232 p-value

Age, Mean ± SD 47.03 ± 7.90 50.03 ± 6.90 <0.0001

Weight (kg), Mean ± SD 84.27 ± 15.79 88.94 ±14.62 <0.0001

Hemoglobin, (g/dl), Baseline, Mean ± SD 15.25 ± 1.20 14.52 ±1.16 <0.0001

Gender, % Male 68.3% 59.5% 0.0124

Viral Genotype

 1A 66.9% 59.5% 0.0374

 1B 33.1% 40.5%

Drug 0.7339

 Peg2b 1.0/Ribavirin 33.1% 34.5%

 Peg2b 1.5/Ribavirin 32.8% 31.0%

 Peg2a/Ribavirin 34.1% 34.5%

Medical & Psychiatric History

Fibrosis, Mean ± SD 1.39 ± 0.85 1.38 ± 0.83 0.8107

History of Substance Abuse 45.4% 33.6% 0.0014

History of Psychiatric Diagnosis 12.9% 7.3% 0.0197

Depression Scores (CES-D)

Baseline, Mean ± SD 4.36 ± 4.41 6.31 ± 5.08 <0.0001

Moderate/Severe Depression at Week 12 15.5% 17.7% 0.1497

SD-Standard Deviation

CES-D-Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale
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Table 4

Summary of Stepwise Regression Model for the Development of Moderate to Severe Depression (CES-D>20) 

at Treatment Week 12.

Predictor R2 R2 Change F-value p-value

Depression Scores at Baseline 0.0921 0.0921 77.79 <.0001

History of Psychiatric Disorder 0.1076 0.0155 13.28 0.0003

rs9657182 0.1185 0.0109 9.50 0.0021

Psychiatric Medication at Week 4 0.1256 0.0071 6.24 0.0127

History of Substance Abuse 0.1318 0.0061 5.39 0.0205
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